**Harvard's New Dean**

**A post-crisis case study**

Nitin Nohria promises "radical innovation".

**MBA Diary**

**Journey's end**

Scott Addison was full of trepidation when he moved from America to London to start an MBA at Cass Business School. As the programme ends, he will begin work next year. This is an eighth annual ranking of full-time MBA programmes.

**Management Guru**

**A management cult in Japan: Drucker in the dug-out**

A Japanese book about Peter Drucker and baseball is an unlikely hit.

**Business-School Research**

**Forget it!**

A study involving children's car seats suggests that consumers might be better at filtering out bad information than previously thought.

**News from the schools**

Chicago's Booth School of Business has announced that Sunil Kumar will become the school’s new dean. The Indian-born professor currently oversees Stanford’s MBA programme and is an expert in operations management. He will begin his five-year term in 2011.

The announcement means that the merry-go-round of changes at the helm of the world’s biggest schools seems to be slowing. Harvard and Kellogg have both recently appointed new people at the top, while Yale has bagged Chicago’s outgoing dean, Edward Snyder, who will begin work next year. This leaves Cambridge and Michigan still on the hunt for people to head up their schools.
### What are business schools for?

**By invitation: Only connect**

Alfonso Saquet, the dean of ESADE Business School in Spain, argues that a disconnection between business and science is holding Europe back. And business schools are often part of the problem.

- An unflattering portrait of Harvard Business School, the "factory for unhappy people" (Aug 2008)

### New MBA curricula

**Changing course**

Berkeley’s Haas School of Business is the latest to shake up its MBA courses.

- The role of the business school: Deans debate
- The MBA curriculum: Will MBAs be taught to do things differently?

### Executive education

**Never too old to learn**

Older executives are shunning corporate training. This is a problem both for them and the firms they work for.

- Women on company boards: La vie en rose

### Which MBA? ranking

**Full-time MBA ranking**

IESE, a Spanish school, tops The Economist’s eighth annual ranking of full-time MBA programmes.

- Business schools in the recession: Resilient wreckers
- The ups and downs of rankings
- Which MBA?: About the ranking

### Innovation in emerging markets

**The world turned upside down**

The emerging world, long a source of cheap labour, now rivals the rich countries for business innovation. Read our special report.

### Which MBA? distance-learning special

Distance-learning MBA programmes are resoundingly successful. We take an in-depth look at the sector.
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### Also on this channel

- Europe’s super schools
- Three&quos; a crowd
- The role of the business school
- Deans debate
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